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Covid-19 Literature 

Fernández-Villaverde & Jones, 2020, Macroeconomic Outcomes and COVID-
19: A Progress Report, NBER w28004

• Seemingly infinite number of papers economics, finance, medicine, science, etc.
• Facts? Feasible policy trade-offs?

1. Papers that extend standard economic models by adding epidemiology 
2. Papers that study the impact of lockdown policies

• Masks, travel restrictions, etc
3. Papers that examine the economy in real time

• How did firms and markets react? Did policy help or hurt?

• This paper is real time and is providing facts to help policy evaluation 
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Cool start on a paper!

• We care about the topic even if it is not corporate finance

• Health care geography done in a corporate finance style

• Early stage, so I hope that I can make useful suggestions
• A concern
• A bunch of picky points 
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Basic story

• Due to Covid-19 many young wealthy white people from NY, Boston, 
LA, and San Francisco moved elsewhere in the country. 

• Some of them were infected before they moved
• As a group they infect some local people in their new places 

• Policy? “Don’t let them out of NY. They will make the rest of us sick.”
• Many movies and tv shows are like that. A heavy-handed government tries to 

keep people from moving and infecting others. 
• In the movies that I have seen, the government is not usually the good guy
• But this paper: “our work suggests the possible value of travel restrictions …”
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Identifying population flow

• Data
• Feb 1 to July 13, 2020 
• Time stamped location of 120 million smartphone GPS pings
• County-level Covid-19 case information and demographics
• Social connectivity links from Facebook

• User migration identified by checking each user census tract each night 
(6pm to 8AM) for at least 3 “pings”

• “If a user has the same tract as their modal night tract on at least five nights in that 
tract, we define it as their `home tract’.” 

• Each user is assigned a home tract for a given month
• Aggregate resident counts are used to identify the home geography, 

current geography, and the date. 
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How could the story be wrong?

• Many ways 
• Some plausible, others less likely

• My main worry: Net versus gross flows
• People are infectious for a week or two

• How common are temporary trips for just a few days?
• Likely to be correlated with permanent moves
• Depending on magnitudes, this could even be more important than 

permanent moves for disease transmission
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Do more with the ping data
• Five nights in a month at one location is not all that much for a “home”

• How many pings per phone per night? 
• How many non-home pings per night? Can we tell who is likely ignoring lock-down, and how frequently?
• How much variation across nights? Movers vs stayers? Various Zip codes?

• Do you get the same inferences from background (awake or asleep), and foreground (awake) pings? 
• Are movers also chattier? (i.e. more foreground pings)

• How well defined is a move? 
• Do people commonly make a once-and-for-all move?
• Do they move back and forth a lot? (say, Manhattan to and from the Hamptons)

• Greater focus on the ping distributions rather than just the averages
• How much variation in location is normal? 
• Are the flows significantly abnormal in terms of locations and durability? 
• Are the movers typical of the general Zip code population, as measured by night-to-night ping variation prior to “the move”? 
• Do high infection Zip codes commonly have more night-to-night variation to start with?

• It would be nice to get a month of data from say a year earlier to use as a benchmark, if feasible
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Social links

• Use of Facebook links is very nice

• Suggestion: tabulate the number of direct airplane flights each week 
both before and during the pandemic

• Measure pre-existing population flows for at least some location pairs
• Consistent with pings?

• How many seats per week in each direction?
• This will likely strengthen the linkages story
• Data should be readily available
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Conceptual Concern:
Several Cases 

• Consider two locations (NYC, Rural), and each person is either sick or 
healthy. Each person can stay or can move. They automatically 
interact with others where they are. A person gets sick by meeting an 
already sick person with some probability. At some rate, the sickness 
diffuses.

• Several dimensions so cases can be organized in several ways
• Very similar to basic unemployment search models (not identical)

• A complete perspective needs to recognize the overall structure of 
the flows, not just one link in isolation
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Estimation
• Basic estimation: 

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽0 ∗ 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

• Is a sick person more (or less) likely to move? 
• Are the number of social interactions per person the same in both places?
• If a sick person moves from NYC, does that make NYC safer? 

• Part of the reason why Queens got it worse than Manhattan?
• What is the normal flow in each direction? Are you using net or gross flows? Not clear (pg7) 

• Supposedly people are only infectious for a couple of weeks. (Hence quarantine.) 
• How does this time structure affect the estimating equation? 

• Connection between the various case probabilities and the estimating equation? 
• What is implicitly being assumed in the interpretation of 𝛽𝛽0?
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Policy? Be careful
Disease transmission is largely unpriced, hence no presumption of social efficiency

1. The focus on inflows only, is potentially very misleading
• There are several cases that need to be considered
• How many movers avoided getting sick? 
• Did the infected movers lower the infection rate in the original location?  
• How common is reverse flow compared to normal? Gross versus net flows?

2. What is the impact on non-Covid health problems?
• Do the movers lose access to their usual health services due to the move?
• Do they move to places with better than average health care?

3. How long do they stay away? Too soon to tell.
4. How effective is policy implementation in reality? 
5. Other economic and social effects of the policy?
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Travel restrictions? Really?

• Due to Covid-19 various travel restrictions have been imposed 
• contrary to WHO original advice 

• What do we know about how well such restrictions have worked elsewhere 
and for other past diseases? 

• Apparently very hard to make restriction work well
• Chandrasekhar et al. 2020. Many policy implementation details matter
• Ferguson, N., et al. 2006, “Strategies for mitigating an influenza pandemic.” Nature. 

• “We find that border restrictions and/or internal travel restrictions are unlikely to delay 
spread by more than 2–3 weeks unless more than 99% effective.”

• Ferguson did his part, showing how ineffective the Covid-19 travel restrictions are in the UK

• Many recent studies: Lancet, Nature, PNAS, etc.
• Heiler et al, 2020, Country-wide mobility changes observed using mobile phone data 

during COVID-19 pandemic, https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.10064
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Conclusion

• Good start 
• Important question, great data, good first pass at the data with interesting 

results  
• More (feasible) work: population heterogeneity, alternative cases, timing 

issues (7 days on average?), and coefficient interpretation
• I worry about gross versus net flows, and short run trips
• Did the movers reduce own sickness, and sickness in original location?

• Policy advocacy of travel restrictions is much too casual 
• Tone down that stuff - not key to the paper
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